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Abstract: For the numerical integration of general second order initial value problems y” = f(t, y, y’), y(t,,) = y,, 
y’( t,,) = y& we report a new family of two-step fourth order methods which are superstable for the test equation: 
y”+ 2ay’+ /3*y = 0, a, j3 >, 0, a + /3 > 0. We also note a modification of the trapezoidal method which results in a 
superstable method. 
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1. For the numerical integration of general second order initial value problems: 
y” =fk y, Y’>, YbJ ‘Yo, Y’0cJ =ri, w 
consider the class of two-step fourth order methods described in the following. Let h > 0 be the 
step-length, t, = t, + nh, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , and set y,, = y( t,), etc. Let 
Y -,‘+I = (3Y,+r - 4yn +yn-h/W, X-I = 6-3~~-,+4y,c-y~+d/(W~ 
Ji = (Y”,l -Yn-d/W, 
and set f,*r =f(t n+r9 ynrtlp X*I), i =fb Y,,, ED. Also, let 
7; =X - ?iddfn+~ -f,-I), 
and define 
_k =Y, - M’(f,+l- 2f, +f,-I), 
where p is a free parameter, and set jn =j(~,,, j,,, j$). Now, consider a two-step fourth order 
discretization for (1.1) defined by 
yn+l = 2yn -Y,,-1 + hh’( i,+l + lOi +f,-1). (1.2) 
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We shall refer to this family of two-step fourth order methods by Mq(p). 
For the study of stability of methods of the family Mq(p), we propose the test equation 
y” + 2ay’ -t- p2JJ = 0, a, P z 0, a+p>o. (1.3) 
Note that solutions of the test equation (1.3) are exponentially decaying if a, /3 > 0 (decaying 
exponentially if a >, /3 and oscillating if a < /3), while the case of pure oscillatory solutions is 
included as a particular case corresponding to a = 0. When a two-step method of Mq(p) defined 
by (1.2) is applied to the test equation (l-3), we may write the resulting linear difference equation 
where we have set Hi = ah, H2 = ph, and then 
methods is 
p(x) = AX’ + BX i- C. 
~2bL,= 09 (1-4) 
the associated stability polynomial for the 
(1.5) 
Here, and in the following, for convenience of writing, we suppress showing A, B, C as functions 
of Hi and H2. We now make the following definitions. 
Definitions. A region R in the first quadrant of the H,, H,-plane ( H,, H2 > 0) will be called a 
region of absolute stability for a method if, for all H,, H2 E R, the roots of p(x) satisfy 1x1.21 < 1. 
An interval J along the H,-axis will be called an interval ofperiodicity for a method if, with 
HI = 0, the roots xi.2 of p(x) are complex conjugate and each of modulus one for all H2 E J. 
An interval I along the Hi-axis will be called an interoal of (weak) stability if, with H2 = 0, the 
roots x1.2 are such that x1 = 1 and 1x2/ < 1. 
A method will be called super-stable if for the method the region of its absolute stability is 
R={(H,, H,): O<H,, H2 < 00) and both the intervals of periodicity and (weak) stability are 
I = J = (0, co). 
In the following we describe methods of Mq(p) which are superstable. It will be convenient to 
set: 
u= H;, U= H;, 
and we shall refer to the corresponding region of absolute stability R, the interval of periodicity J 
and the interval of (weak) stability I in the u, u-plane by R*, J* and I*, respectively. It will be 
helpful to note here conditions giving region of absolute stability and intervals of periodicity and 
(weak) stability. 
Under the transformation x = (1 + z)/(l - t), we may write the stability polynomial (1.5) as 
(l-~)~p((l +z)/(l +)=(A- B+ C)z2+2(A-C)z+(A+ B+C). (1.6) 
Thus, a region R* of absolute stability for a method is the set of all points (u, u) is the 
(u, u)-plane for which 
A-B+C, A-C, A+B+C (1.7) 
have the same sign. From (1.5) it is clear that a method will possess a non-vanishing interval of 
periodicity J* if, with u = 0, 
A = C and 2A f B > 0 for all u E J*. (1.8) 
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Again, from (1.5) it is easy to see that a method will possess an interval of (weak) stability I* if, 
with u = 0, 
A+B+C=O and -2<B/A <O forall uEI*. (I *9) 
Now, for methods of M4( CL) we obtain 
A=1+)u+~u+~+~~U+~~U2, 
B= -2++3u-~~v2, (1.10) 
c=l+~U+~u-JE;-~JE;u+&HJ2. 
It is easy to see that A + B + C > 0 and A - C > 0 for all u, u > 0. For the condition 
A - B + C > 0 to be satisfied for all u, v > 0, p must be positive, and 
(lO/.lv - 1)2 + 40/.&u +(120/J - 1) > 0. 
It follows that for a method of M4(p) the region of absolute stability will be R* = {(u, v): 
0 -c u,v -c co}, provided 
pa>,. (1.11) 
For interval of periodicity, with u = 0 we find that A = C and 2A + B > 0 for all v > 0. The 
condition 2A - B > 0 gives 
4 - fu + y/.&v2 > 0, 
which is satisfied for all u > 0 provided 
CLGiLi. (1.12) 
Thus, for a method of Mq(~) the interval of periodicity J* is (0, cc) provided p > &. 
For interval of (weak) stability, with u = 0 we find that conditions (1.9) are satisfied for all 
u > 0, and therefore for all methods of j&(p) the interval of (weak) stability I* is (0, co). 
Consequently, all two-step fourth order methods of the family M4( p) are superstable for which 
p > &. In the case of special second order differential equations Y” =f( t, Y), when f is 
independent of y’, a superstable method of Ma(~) reduces to the two-step fourth order 
unconditionally stable method given by Chawla [l]. It may also be noted that the method M4(0) 
was described by Chawla [2]. 
2. Dahlquist [3] had shown that for special second order differential equations, the trapezoidal 
method 
Yn+l = 2Y, -Yn-1+ ih21f (fn+19 Y,+J + 2fh YJ +fk-17 Yn-,>I 7 (2.1) 
is unconditionally stable (or, equivalently, P-stable) when applied to the test equation: y” + P2y 
= 0. We note here that the trapezoidal method (2.1) can be extended in a natural way for the 
integration of general second order initial value problems (l.l), and the resulting method is a 
superstable method. 
The modified trapezoidal method adapted for general second order initial value problems (1.1) 
is 
yn+1= 2Y, -Yn-1 + fh2[t(t,+1, Yn+r, (Y,+i -YJ/h) 
+2fbv Y,, (Y,+* -Y,-J/(20 +fL9 Yn-1, (Y, -Y”-,)/h)l. (2.2) 
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For (2.2) applied to the test equation (1.3) we obtain 
/4=1+&+&J, B = -2(1 - $o), C-l-JI;+&. (2.3) 
Now, it is readily verified that the modified trapezoidal method (2.2) is a superstable method. 
3. Superstable methods can be useful for the integration of general second order initial value 
problems which can be modelled by the test equation (1.3) and for which a and/or p are large. 
Such problems occur, for example, in the numerical integration of singular perturbation problems 
(see [4, p. 231). Our superstable methods are implicit and shall need an iterative process such as 
Newton’s or modified Newton’s method for computing y, + 1 at each step; these, in turn, require a 
suitable predictor-type method which would provide initial approximations for yn+r for use with 
the iterative process. Finally, since the present methods are two-step, these would also need a 
suitable single-step method providing starting values for the two-step superstable methods. These 
and related implementational details remain to be done. 
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